
Chapter 4 

Kinematics of the Cometary 
Globules 



4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we interpret the radial velocities measured for the heads and along 
the tails of the co~netary globules. \Ye first deduce a morphological center for the 
distribution of the CGs. Then the distance esti~nate is discussed. These steps are 
necessary to remove systematic effects like galactic rotation and for the interpreta- 
tion of the velocities. 

4.2 The center of the distribution of the CGs 

For any assumed center, the tail position angle OTH with respect to the line joining 
the head and the center can be calculated using spherical geometry, as illustrated in 
figure 4.1. The center and the head of a CG can be joined by a great circle on the 
celestial sphere. Tlie tail forms a part of anotlier great circle. The angle between 
these two great circles is what we want. The equation for a great circle is 

tan 6 = sin(a - ao) tan i (4.1) 

where cro is the point of i~itersectiori of the great circle and the celestial equator and 
i is the inclination between the great circle ancl the celestial equator. We can find 
cro a11c1 i for lllc t l l c*  two grcat circlcs: orlo for!llc.tl by joilli~~g tile ccllter alld tlie 
head and the other being the great circle of which the tail forms a part. Let us call 
them Doh, ih  and sot, it. 111 tlie spherical triangle ABC (refer to figure 4.1) we are 
interested in A,  whicti is B t h .  By the four parts formula (Srnart 1977), 

b = cot-'((cos a cos C + sin csin C ) /  sin a )  (4.2) 

Then from the sine formula 

Oth  = A = si~i-~(sir i  B sin cr/ sin 6) 

wliere 

'li, identify a ce~lter for the CC: s~-s t c~ i i  we associate wit11 every point in the central 
region a fraction f ,  defined as the fraction of CGs with OTH (calculated using that 



Figure 4.1: Geometric constructions used for deriving the tail position angle OTH 
relative to  the line joining the head and any assumed center for a CG. GC1 is the 
great circle on the celestial sphere of which the line joining the center and the head 
of a CG forms a part. GC2 is the great circle of which the tail forms a part. GC1 
and GC2 are characterised by ( a H ,  i H )  and (aT, iT) ,  the RAs a t  which the  great 
circles intersect the equator and their inclinations to the equator. OTH is the angle 
between these two great circles. 



poirit as the center) within f 10". \Ye evaluated f over a 15" x 15" area in the 
central region with grid points sc~>aratetl 0.5" in both a and 6. Figure 4.2 shows a 
contour plot of j. Only those CGs ha\.e been used for \vl~icli we have measured the 
co-ordinates. CG24 has riot been included because of its anomalous tail direction. 
The CGs used in the analysis are sho\v~i as filled circles with tails and the CGs not 
used are sliowri as OJICII circles with tails. For clarity tlie tail lengtl~s shown have 
been scaled up 10 times. The contour spacirig is 0.0.5 with every third contour draw11 
as a solid line. One can see that there is a central maximum with which 60% of the 
CGs are associatecl. The locatiorls of the various interesting objects such as < Pup, 
Y2 Vel, the Vela SNEt etc. are also marked in tlie figure. The SNR Puppis A lies 
very close to the center but we show in the next sect ion that it is very unlikely to 
be associated with the CGs. There are no strong local maxima associated with any 
of these objects. This indicates that rnost CGs are affected by a combination of 
objects rather than a particular one. The co-ordinates of the central maximum are 
o = 17m, and 6 = -43". C\'e will refer to this point as the naorphological center 
or center for short, hereafter. The center deduced by us is 1.5" north of center1 of 
283. Reducing the limiting eTH froni f 10" to f 5' for calculating f merely results 
in increased noise on the contour plot. The apparently anomalous CG24 tail can 
be understood by noticing that it is so close to ccnier that even small errors in the 
location of center can make tile tail clirectioli look anomalous. 

Is Puppis A associated with the CGs? 

In view of the reniarkable near coi~icitlcr~ce of tlie decluced cenier with the SNR 
Puppis A,  it is worth briefly discussirig whether the tivo may be causally connected. 
Zarnecki et a1.(1978) estimate a distance of 1 kpc for Puppis A from X-ray absorption 
measurements. The C - D distance to Puppis A is 2-2.5 kpc (Milne71979,Casewell & 
Lerche,1979) although it should be emphasised that this method has been severely 
cri ticised ill tlie literature (Sri~iivasali aritl Dwarakanatli 1982; Green 1984). The 
latest estimate based on the kinematic distance to molecular clouds interacting with 
Puppis A gives 2.2 kpc (Dubner S: Arnal,lgSS). \\k will therefore adopt a distance of 
2 kpc to Puppis A. At this distance it n.oirld be very dificult to detect CGs, especially 
ones close to the galactic plane. If the CGs are placed a t  the estimated distance to  
Puppis A, then they will be x 200 pc away from the SNR. From the size of the SNR 
it is clear that the SN shock has not reached the CGs. So the only way Puppis A may 
be associated with the formation of the CGs is through the photon pulse a t  the time 
of t l ~ c  cxplosiorl or altorllativc~ly t l l ~  ll\ '  ratliat,io~i alltl stcllar wilitl fro111 its yroyeni- 
tor. The age of Puppis A has been estililated to be .v 3700 yrs (Winkler et ~1.~1988). 



Figure 4.2: The figure shows contours of constant f ,  where f is the fraction of 
the cometary globules with position angles of their tails 5 10'. The position angles 
are measured with respect to the line joining the head of the globule and any par- 
ticular point in the region. The inner most contour bounds the region where for at 
least 60% of the globules the position angles of the tails are < 10'. The  contours 
are drawn in steps of 0.05 in f and were evaluated with a grid spacing of 0.5" x 0.5". 
Every third contour is shown as a thick line. We designate the central maximum 
as the morphological center of the system. The globules used for evaluating the 
contours are shown as filled circles with tails, and those not used as open circles 
with tails. For clarity, the the tails have been scaled up 10 times. In addition, the 
figure shows several other interesting objects such as the Pup A SNR, the Vela SNR, 

Pup, y2 Vel and the open clusters TRlO and NGC2547. 



From the nieasu~ctl clcctro~i density of - 100 C I I I - ~  for tllc I,riglit rim of CG30 (Pet- 
tersso11,1984) we csti~iiate a rc~co1ii1)iriat ion lifct i ~ i i ( x  trrco,, ,b = ( n e o ) - l  - 1200 yrs. So 
i t  is tlifficr~lt to sc1o Ilow tlio ~)r t .sc~~tly oGst~rvc-tl I)rigllt rillls (:a11 I,(: d r ~ c  to tllc initial 
excitation by the supernova flash. Further. both the expansion age of the system of 
CGs and the age of the tails estimated ir i  later sections are - a few million years, 
thus making a causal association I,ct\vcc~t I'rll)l)is A a ~ l d  the CGs very u~~likcly. 
We therefore conclude that the coi~icide~ice of Puppis A and tlie center is a chance 
superposition. On similar grounds we rule out any role for the Vela SNR in the 
formation of the CGs. 

Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of O T H .  \ \ e  see that apart from the central 
peak there is a peak at 35" corisisti~ig of four globules, viz. CGs 26,27,29 and 33. 
The directions of their tails suggest that they may be associated with C Pup alone. 
It is possible that they are closer to i Pup in tlie directio~i perpendicular to the 
plane of the sky. Even though we cari~iot associate a single object of any importance 
with the center, we will use it as the center of the distribution of CGs for further 
analysis. The other objects in figure 4.2 are discussed in the next section. 

4.4 Distance to the CGs 

The most important objects in the region of tlic CGs from the point of view of 
~norrieritun~ a ~ i d  energy budgets are ( I'up, y 2  Vel, and tlie clusters NGC 2547 
and TRIO. All these objects are at a distance of - 450 pc (Eggen 1980, Claria 
1982). As seen in figure 4.4, a histogram of the distances to early type stars towards 
the Gurn Nebula used hy \Vallerstein, Silk and Jenkins(l980) to study gas in the 
nebula shows a peak at 4.50 pc. In an earlier study of the Gum Nebula, Brandt 
et a1.(1971) had identified a possible B Association a t  450 pc distance which has 
later been named Vela OB2. So it is clear tliat, at  a distance of 450 pc there exists 
a significant population of early txpe stars. The location of some of these objects 
are shown in figure 4.2. The point to note is that these objects, some of which 
have to be necessarily invoked to explairi tile CGs, are at about the sarne distance 
and are centrally located with respect to the distribution of CGs. So we assume 
that the CGs are at the sarrie distalice as these objects, viz. at - 450 pc. Further, 
Pettersson(l98'7) has estiniatetl a lower liniit for the distalice to CG30-31 co~riplex 
to be 420 pc using a foregroulid star. and the distalice to tlie young star in the head 
of CG1 has been estimated to be - 500 pc (Brand et nl . ,  1953). Adopting a distance 
of 450 pc would imply that the distribution of the CGs extends to about 150 pc 
~)erpct~tlicular to tho liric of sight. 
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the position angles OTH of the tails relative to the 
line joining the center and the respective heads for 24 CGs (see figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.4: The distribution of the distances to the early type stars towards the 
Gum Nebula. The distances are from Wallerstein, Silk and Jenkins(l980). 



4.5 Radial velocities 

We now wish to discuss the irnplicatioris of tlie measured radial velocities listed i11 

Table 3.3. First, we briefly touch upon the suggestion made by 283, viz. that the 
velocity distribution can I>e understood in terms of the large scale galactic rotation 
effects. In figure 4.5 we have plotted the radial velocities against the position angles 
of the CGs measured witli respect to the center ~vitli zero towards north and increas- 
ing through east. The sinusoid fitted by ZS3 which led them to suggest a rotation 
of the system of CGs is also shown. Clearly, the fit is very poor. There are two 
reasons why the sinusoid is a poor fit to tlie new data; (i) the revised value of the 
radial velocity of CG17, and (ii) velocities of CGs not detected earlier. Our main 
conclusion from this figure is that the model of tlie CG system rotating about an 
axis perpendicular to the galactic plane is untenable. In figure 4.6 we have plotted 
the radial velocities against galactic lor~gtitude. Again, tlie new data does not per- 
mit a simple straight line fit as suggested earlier (Z83), and therefore an explanation 
based on galactic rotation effects is hard to reconcile. Nevertheless, tlie contributiori 
due to galactic differential rotation will be present and should be removed before 
attempting to interpret the velocities. 

Before one can correct for the galactic differential rotation one must assume a 
mean distance to the CGs. Based on the discussio~i given in section 4, we will adopt 
a distance of 450 pc. The dashed line in figure 4.G represents the expected radial 
velocities for different galactic longitudes from the well known formula 

witli t l ~ c  I~cliocc~itric clistalicc t. = 450 pc a~itl b = 0. \Ve Iiavc assur~ictl a value of 
14.5 kms-I kpc-' for Oort's constant 11 (Kerr & Lynden-Bell 1986). 'l'he significarit 
deviations of tlir: ol~scrvc<l radial vclocitics fro111 tltc cxl)cctecl value given by the 
dashecl line suggests local r~iotio~is in the CC: systell~. Figure 4.7 sliows the residuals 
after galactic rotation effects have been subtracted out using eq. 4.4. It sliould be 
remarked that the differences in the line-of-sight distances to the various globules 
( N  150 PC) can only account for a scatter - 1.4 k~ns-'. 

4.6 Expansion of the globules 

111 this sectiori wc wish to argue that t l ~ c  i.cloc.ity rc.sid~~als can bc easily u~~tlcrst,ood 
in ter~iis of an expalisioli of t 1 1 ~  systc~rii of globules frorii a c o ~ ~ i ~ i ~ o ~ i  c e ~ ~ t e r .  If tlie 
CGs are distributed over a shell expancling with uniform velocity then, as ca.n be 
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Figure 4.5: The velocities of the globules in the Gum Nebula with respect to the 
Local Standard of Rest. The horizontal axis is the position angle of the globules; 
zero is North and the position angle increases through East. The sinusoid shown is 
the fit made by Zealey et. a1.(1983) for their data. 
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Figure 4.6: The velocities of the globules in the Gum Nebula with respect to the Lo- 
cal Standard of Rest versus the galactic longitude. The broken line shows expected 
velocities due to galactic differential rotation for an assumed heliocentric distance 
of 450 pc and b = 0. 
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Figure 4.7: The residual velocities of the globules in the Gum Nebula after re- 
moving the contribution of the galactic differential rotation. A mean distance of 450 
pc to the globules has been assumed. 



seen from figure 4.S(a), the expected velocities are given by 

where vex, is the expansion velocity of the shell, Z J , , ~  is its line of sight component, 
and 0,,, is the angular distance of the farthest CG froni the cettier. In this case one 
would expect the residual velocities, when plotted against (1  - sin2 O/ sin2 o,,,)~/~, 
to fall on two straight lines as shown in figure .i.S(b). If the CGs are not on a shell but 
distributed throughout the sphere, the11 the region hetween the lines will be filled- 
up provided the inner CGs move slower that1 the outer CGs. If the distribution of 
the CGs within the sphere is not uniform one will find an incomplete filling of this 
region. 

Figure 4.9 shows the absolute value of the residual velocities plotted against 
(1 - sin2 8/ sin2 o,,,)'/~ for a11 tlie CGs and the GDCs. We have taken Om,, to be 
12.5', corresponding to CG13. It is clear that there is an upper limit to the velocities 
which illcreases as one goes closer to tlie center (abscissa = 1) implying an expansion 
of the system. A co~itraction of the system will also have the same signature, but is 
very unlikely. The two straight lines sho\vn correspond to expansion velocities of 15 
kms-' and 9 kms-'. We will adopt an expansion velocity of 12 kms-*. The figure 
further shows that the CGs are distributed over a volume rather than in a shell, and 
that the distribution is not uniform. Finall3; tlie inferred expa.nsion velocity of 12 
krns-' i~riplies an exparision age of - 6 hlyrs. 

4.7 Radial velocities along the tails 

In addition to measuring the radial velocities of the heads of the cometary globules, 
we also measured tlie velocities along the tails (listed in Table 3.4). In this sectio~l 
we discuss the resu1t.s of these observations. 

Out of 21 CGs for which at least three points along the tails were observed, seven 
show very pronounced ancl systematic velocity shifts. In figure 4.10 the measured 
velocities are plotted against the distance from the head for some of these. The 
velocity gradients Av, in kms-'arcmin-' were obtained by fitting straight lines 
which are also shown in the figure. These gradients are also listed in Table 4.1. 
along with the estimated errors in the gradients. In figure 4.11 the velocity difference 
between the head and the extrenle end of the tail is plotted against the velocity of 
the head for all the 21 CGs. hlorc precisely, the ortlinates are calculated as product 
of the velocity graclictit alolig tl io tail a11d tlit. tail Ic~igtli. 'l'lie velocity dilferenccs 
so calculated are affecked less by errors in the individual measurements. As may 
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Figure 4.8: (a) A schematic tliagrari~ for tlcri\-ing expected velocities from an ex- 
panding shell of ol~jects.  \/,,. is the exl~a~ision velocity wl~ose radial co111l)onent is 
Kad and 8 is the angular distance to any ~ ~ o i n t  on the shell from the center of the 
shell. ( I , )  The  expectetl velocity plot tecl against (1  - sin2 01 sin2 0,,,,,)1/2. 



Figure 4.9: The absolute values of the residual velocities of the globules plotted 
against (1 - sin2 81 sin2 where 8 is the angular distance to the globule. The 
lines shown correspond to uniform expansion at 9 and 12 kms-' 
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Figure 4.10: The velocity gradients along the tails for 6 out of 7 CGs which show 
pronounced gradients. The straight lines are least square fits to the data points. 



CG1 
CG2 
CG3 
CG4 
CG6 
CG7 
CG9 
CGlO 
CG14 
CG15 
CG16 
CG24 
CG26 
CG27 
CG29 
CG3lA 
CG32A 
CG32B 
CG33 
CG36 
CG37 

Table 4.1. velocity gradients along the tails. 

gradient 
kms-'arcmin-' 

0.019 
0.040 

-0.014 
0.016 
0.061 

-0.133 
0.080 

-0.0.56 
-0.018 
-0.005 
-0.018 
-0.024 

0.010 
0.021 
0.0.1 1 
0.036 
0.057 
0.114 
0.082 
0.144 
0.01 7 

source 
gradient 

kms-'arcmin-' 
0.003 
0.004 
0.068 
0.021 
0.032 
0.038 

0.09 
0.25 

0.005 
0.018 
0.013 
0.089 

0.02 
0.052 
0.02 

0.006 
0.007 
0.043 
0.032 

0.05 
0.064 

velocity I error in 
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Figure 4.11: The difference in velocities between the ends.of the tails and the re- 
spective heads plotted against velocities of the heads of the CGs. 



be seen, the data points fall approsinlately 011 a st raiglit line passing close to the 
origirl. 'I'llis i111l)lics that tlic gas at tllc cl~(l of the trails is riiovirlg fastcr tha.11 tllc 
heads and in the same direction as the heads. 

If we assume that the tails are formed due to the stretching effect of these velocity 
differcnccs ovc3r the coursc of ti~ilc, oris call calculate at1 agc for tlic tails as tlie time 
taken for the presently observetl velocity difference to result in an elongation equal to 
the measured tail length. Since we have only tlie radial co~liponent for the velocity 
differences and the t m n s v e ~ e  component of the tail lengths, the calculated ages 
suffer from projection effects. Figure 4.12 shoivs the distril3ution of the estimated 
apparent ages of the tails in millions of years; a distance of 450 pc has been assumed. 
The apparent age is related to the real age through the relation 

where 9 is the angle between tlie tail and the line of sight. Since most of the CGs 
are distributed towards the periphery of the system, we believe that most CGs have 
9 > 45'. Thereore, tlie apparent age represents an over estimate of the real age. We 
feel that - 3 hnlyrs is a reaso~iable estimate for the ages of the tails. 

4.8 Conclusions 

From an analysis of the mesured velocities of t.he cometary globules we come to  the 
following conclusions: 

The kinematics of the CGs ca~iriot be interpreted in terms of a model where 
galactic rotation effects dominate. as was suggested by ZS3 based on their study of 
a smaller sample of CGs. Our study points to two clear interpretations: 

1. The distribution of the radial velocities of the heads of tlie cometary globules, 
after galactic differential rotation is subtracted, is best understood in terms of an 
expansion of the system about a cornlnoli reltfcr. The data is better fit by a model 
in which the globules are non-u~~ifornily distributed throughout the interior of a 
sphere, rather than in a shell. The expansion velocity of the outermost globules is 

12 k111s-l. The irnplicd ex~~nnsion ngc  of the systern is - 6 Myr. 

2. Some of tlie cometary tails slioiv sj.steniatic velocity gradients. It is interesting 
that the estimated age for the formation of the tails inferred from these velocity 
gradients is al)oi~t the same (- 3 RIyr) as thc expansion age. 
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Figure 4.12: A histogram of the apparent tail &etching ages defined as the time 
required for the velocity difference between the heads and the tail-ends of the CGs 
to  stretch the globules to  their observed lengths. 
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